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BREAKING NEWS ALERT!
 
 

This will have you screaming BRAVO!
 

Did you know your local TFG office is now the Authorized Distributor for
BRAVO in your area?!  Gelato, pastries, chocolates, and savory treats are just
a few of the items these multi-production units can create. With a wide range of
equipment options from the most novice dessert creator, to world-renowned
chef operations, BRAVO’s line up has something for everyone to experience.
More details will be available soon, but until then, reach out to your local TFG
office through our website at tfgroupllc.com for more information.

 

Ask your local rep about our monthly Open House demos!
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THE FUTURE OF CAFÉ CONSISTENCY IS HERE

INTRODUCING THE NEW S700 WITH IQ FLOW FROM
FRANKE

Franke is leading the industry by providing new innovations to increase quality
control and maximize performance. The newest addition to the family is the
S700 which provides a small footprint at 13” in width that can free up your
counter space for other money-making opportunities. They have built in a triple
boiler system inside the unit that can produce steam on demand and keep up
with your busiest days. With each drink, the new S700 will automatically grind
your bean, tamp, and pull each shot with perfection leaving the customer with



their full selection of your available milks to froth. While manual systems call for
different grind sizes for different extractions, the all new IQ Flow regulates and
senses the difference in surface area and contact time with water. An added
benefit of this is you will have noticeably better aroma and reduced bitterness.
This means a long-pulled Americano and short-pulled Ristretto will both reach
their ideal flavor with no extra steps taken in the grinding process. Simply
use the intuitive 8” touch screen to navigate your menu selection and keep
track of your orders with the stacking feature. This will help organize multiple
orders placed at one time. TFG has Franke certified technicians who can
provide preventative maintenance and parts to keep you up and running year-
round. TFG will also provide you with water testing to ensure that your
product quality and new Franke unit will last to their greatest potential. Products
like the semiautomatic S700 and fully automatic A-Series will help your
business increase their profits with less waste and decrease
your operational overhead with ease of training in the event of high employee
turnover. 

Call your local office or visit www.tfgroupllc.com for all your Sales, Service & Parts
needs!

Flex Fusion Stack
Option: A Complete
Cooking Process, in a
Small Footprint
 

With Henny Penny’s new stacking
kit, you can now combine the
massive variety and control of the
Flex Fusion Combi, with the flexibility
of our Humidified Holding Cabinet!
 



Whether you are cooking to order, or
batch cooking; this process can help
reduce labor costs and allows for
more available space in your kitchen.
Less than 25 inches is all we need to
combine several pieces of
equipment into ONE!

THE SECRET OF SOUS VIDE COOKING
 

Sous vide cooking brings the food to the desired temperature, and keeps it
there. This means you can be much more precise about how the food cooks,
which makes a huge difference to the cooking process.  The food will stay at
the desired temperature no matter the time you leave your food cooking in sous
vide.

The Henny Penny Flex Fusion flexes it‘s muscles with one of the options of
cooking with humidity control.  You can program the Flex Fusion to cook at
100% humidity which is essentially sous vide cooking. This simulates a
traditional water bath process.  With this process kitchens can prepare product



sous vide in advance and hold until needed which will shorten cook to order
time and service to guest. 
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